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The hard reality is that we have all - or almost
all - of us been continually manipulatAd by an
invincible force, like pawns on a chessboard, for the
great majority of our years.
Some few of us may have
been vaguely aware of a greater power shaping our
destiny, but most of us have gone about our lives in
blissful ignorance of the mysterious force which has
been molding us all the while.
Even more remarkable, none of us ever has, or ever
will, behold the source of this force.
It is like the
wind. We can feel it. We can see the powerful work
that it does. We may even try to figure back to its
invisible origin. But not a man among us will ever be
taken to the place where this power originates. We can
only infer its existence by studying its impact on our
lives.
More remarkable still, while none of us will ever
see the source of this force, we are all married to (or
are the sons of) women who know it intimately.
.and
understand it perfectly. For I am speaking of that most
secret of sec ret societies, The Wife School. And we
are all of us married to (or sons of) women who are its
alumnae, who proudly hold degrees from this
institution, and who run our lives by principles which
they learned there.
"What on earth is The Wife School? " you ask.
It
is the myster ious institution to which naive and
innocent young brides are secretly spirited away upon
taking their marital vows; and there they are taught
the secret rules of establishing and maintaining
conjugal influence. Branches of the School can be
found in every city and town:
there is no escaping its
authority. The faculty is, of course, made up
exclusively of seasoned wives who are veterans of years
of marital politics. Battle-hardened women who have
learned the hard way everything the young bride will
need to know about how to achieve a position of
leveroge in the m3rital partnership so that - and this
is the key - they can save their husband from his baser
instincts.
Indeed, this latter is the cornerstone of The Wife
School, for it is universally understood by all women
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Preciaely when - rlt what exact point in the
marital process - is a blushing young thing spirited
away to Wife School, you ask. The answer is withheld
from us:
some things we may not know.
It appears to
be a secret part of the pre-wedding planning.
Perhaps
it happens on one of those afternoons when she is taken
off by older women, ostensibly to look at china,
linens, or her trousseau.
But there is a more sinister
destination.
Many brides return from Wife School shaken but
unconvinced; still clinging to their dream of courtly
love.
The seed has been planted .
.but some do not
yet choose to heed the ominous message. Nevertheless,
the damage has been done. And it is generally held
that the precise moment of her speaking the fateful
words "I do" triggers an instantaneous chemical process
in her brain, and belief is born. Before the reception
is over she has started spotting worrisome symptoms in
her groom's behavior which suggest to her that the
instructors at Wife School may have been right, after
all. And she must act to curb these distressing
tendencies before they are out of control.
If she is a good pupil (and most brides are) she
does this with such a deft thought that her adoring
husband hardly even notices what is happening.
Or if
he does, he thanks her for it.
(Alas, we have all
observed marriages where the bride is not as skillful,
and the process is handled in a less loving and
sympathetic way:
this is, of course, a painful
experience for everyone).
But enough theorizing:
it
is time for some illustrations, drawn from life.
Food is one of the first and most frequently
encountered areas in which husbands feel the teachings
of Wife School.
Following the principle that husbands
must never be allowed too much pleasure, young brides
are taught that judiciously applied small doses of
gratification can be a fine thing, but they must be
limited.
Does he have a favoriLe food which he prefers
above all others? On no occasion let him have it too
frequently.
Has he expressed a special fondness for
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quickly the drive to Cleveland was accomplished.
depth of a snowfall.

.the

As a corollary, Wife School alumnae are
particularly vigilant about proud husbands overstating
their wives' accomplishments.
This is not to be
tolerated.
The loving wife must deny or downplay, with
becoming maidenly modesty, the accomplishments of which
her husband is most proud.
Is he telling of a fine
fish she caught singlehanded? She must diminish the
deed.
It wasn't really that big.
.he helped hook it .
. it didn't really take that long to play it.
. he
netted it, and so on.
It's a remarkable thing how women do not like to
take credit for their accomplishments, when men so love
not only to tell of them but to exaggerate them.
I
count among my friends some women who are brilliant
cooks. But I have long marveled at their unwillingness
to take credit fo r a good meal beautifully executed.
I
have never, ever heard a woman say "Well, I'm so glad
you liked it because it was very difficult, and I
really went to a lot of trouble over it.
Rather, the
correct response is "Let me tell you how easy it was II
or "Actually, it's a mix I got at Kroger's" or "Oh, I
fixed it days ago and took it out of the freezer."
Lessons learned at the Wife School.
I now approach with temerity a particularly
delicate area. Of al l the male qualities requiring
firm control, the for e mo st is a natural predilection
for the smutty.
This dates back to early grade school
days for most boys. The Wife School brooks no nonsense
on th i s one. By and large, women do not tell jokes;
I
know very few ladies who ever say "Did you hear the one
about.
"But particularly, they do not tell dirty
jokes.
. or laugh at them (unless there is true wit
involved, which is seldom the case with dirty jokes) .
They are taught at Wife School a variety of crushingly
effective techniques to stitle such coa r seness and make
it painfully clear, as did Queen Victoria, that "We are
not amused."
Surely, many gentlemen here tonight will relate Lo
some of these examples.
.and can draw on their own
experience to offer up more.
(What a shame that we do
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